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The College Spray ing Outfit and the

oUea-e Orchard ,

pLATE Ii.

FIG. l. - Codling moths, pupae and cocoons (Enlarged. )

FIG. 2.- Codling moth ( Enlarged three times. )

FIG. 3.- Wormy and Sound 'Apples from one tree, (State Fair exhibit,

PLATE III.

FIG. I.-Ready to spray. ( A little early on the left, a little late on the right. )

FIG. 2.- Too late to spray f or
the calyx.

F IG. 3.--A band in place.
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Fig . 5.

F1G. 1.- - Ean el I- ump, (D< ming Co.) F1 G. 2.- D o ubk-2ctir;g l't.D JF, (Gould
Co.) F1G. 3.--Bordeaux n ozzle, (Deming Co.) F1G. 4.--Veln.o el nczzle.
FIG. 5.- Gasoline-power spraying outfit.

PLATE V.

Fig.

Fig.

2.

1.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

l. --Spray tank with agitator, (Go uld Co. ) FIG. 2-- Brass cOllnection for setting nozzle at angle. FIG. 3.-Barrel pump with a guod
agitator. FIG, 4. ·- Bamboo extension pole, (Gould Co.)
FIG.

PLATE VI.

FIG. I.-A poorly sprayed leaf,
(The drop~ ran together and
dripped off carrying most of
the poison (x) with them.

--

FIG. 2. - A well sprayed leaf,
( The fine drops of spray dried
where they fell leaving the
poison (x ) well distributed.

- ~-

FIG. 3.- The inside of the calyx of a young apple- several weeks after
·-spraying, showing the location of the poison (x.)
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THE CODLING -MOTH.
(Carpo capsa Pomonelia LINN.)

E. D. BALL.

INTRODUCTION.

The ~odling moth has been in the State of Utah
for over twenty-five years and is now injuriously abundant in every apple-growing section. It is by far the
worst pest with which the fruit grower has to contend. In fact, it usually does more damage than all
the other fruit insects put together.
It occurs throughout every apple-growing region
of the United States, and is found in almost every
country where the apple is grown, destroying from
one-fourth to three-fourths of the apple crop where no
effort is made to check its ravages. Dr. Howard the
United States Entomologist, recently estimated the
annual loss in this country at $11,000,000. From observations on conditions in different parts of the State
last year, $80,000 would seem to be a~ con~e.rvative estimate of its annual damage to the apple industry in
Utah.
As a result of much study and many experiments by
a nunrber of entomologists* a fairly definite and successful method of control was adopted for the Eastern
States and has been carried out in practice by the more
enterprising orchardists for a number of years.
When tried in the. arid regions of the West, -however, these methods were reported by various entomologists and other writers to be more or less ineffcient
or even valueless. Various reasons were offered to
account for the difference, such as the difference in
-

*For a summary of the work up to 1888, see Howard, Rpt. Dept.
Age for 1887. A summary up to 1898 is given by Slingerland, But. 142
Cornell Exp. Station, N. Y., and valuable additional notes by Card,
.Bul, 51 Neb. Exp. Station.

I
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temperature at night, a greater nUlnber of broods
of the worms, lateness of the appearr-tnce of the moth
in the spring' and adulteration of the poison used.
Each one of these writers offered a different method .
of overcoming the difficulty. In the light of all this
confusion and uncertainty and in many cases of unsuccessful attem pts at controlling the insect, it is little
wonder that many of the orchardists of the state
are somewhat skeptical in regard to the whole matter.
Several years ago the entomologists of the arid
section took up the problem of adapting these methods
to their special condition and within the last few years
definite methods of control have been successfully
practiced in many states.
The writer has been studying the pest under arid
conditions and experimenting with . . . sprays and other
means of control for six years. For the first five years
this work was carried on at the Colorado Station*, in
.c onnection with, and as assistant to, Prof. Gillette,
while the last year's work was done at the Utah Station.
Realizing that .a successful method of combating
this insect must be founded upon an accurate knowledge of its whole life history, much time has been
spent in working out each step and in carefully verifying it for different localities.
As a result of the work in Colorado combjned
with that of other western entomologists especially of
Prof. Cordley in Oregon, of Prof. Silnpson who
was detailed by the government to study conditions in
Idaho,-x--x- and of Prof. Aldri 3h of the Idaho Station~-~-*
the more intelligent orchardists of each of these states
are using methods that have been adapted to their
conditions and which are proving highly successful
where correctly employed.
.
In Utah very little work has been done on this insect and the greatest confusion has existed in regard
oX-The results of the work in Colorado have not, as yet, been pubHshed in bulletin form. The main conclusions and some of the records
have, however, been used hv Prof. Gillette in two papers, one in Hul. 31
, N. S. Div. Rnto., the other in Ento, News. Vol. XIII, p. 193. Some
-additional facts have been published in the annual reports of the station and still others have been used by Simpson , But. 41 Div. Ento.
**See Farmers Bul. 171.
.~Hf*For a summary of the work in ar .d regions, see Simpson, Bul. 41
D'iw. Ell to..
.
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to its life-history and the best method of combating
its ravages. In spite of this confusion ~ a number of
progressive orchardists have been able to protect their
fruit by one method or another, but more of them have
either not tried or have failed.
The work of last year, while only a preliminary
survey and incomplete in many respects, has shown
that the life-history of the codling moth in this state is
very similar to that found in Colorado and that conditions here and in Colorado are almost identical for the
northern parts of the two states and very similar in the
warmer sections. It has also been shown that the
r emedies which have proved successful there, are
equally effective here . .
In conclusion it may be said that the codling moth
is here and is here to stay. So far as the writer's
knowledge extends it has never been eradicated in any
section where it has once become destructive. The
only solution of this difficulty therefore is to fight it
and to expect to continue the fight each year. It can,
however, as certainlv be said that the man who is willing to fight and goes at it in an intelligent manner
can with relatively slight expense save 90 to 95 per
cent. of his crop.
In order to do this successfully and with the least
outlay of time and money, it is necessary to become
thoroughly acquainted with the different stages of the
ins~ct and with the general facts of its life-history and
their probable variations. To the man who has a successful method of controlling the codling moth we
would say, stick to yourmethod, but to the one who is
not satisfied with his results, we hope the following
pages may furnish some practical suggestions.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT STAGES.

Although everyone has see:'} the worm in the
apple, very few of even the best orchardists, have ever
seen the eggs or moths to know them, and as a result
many mistakes have been made in searching for the
eggs and many larger moths have been taken for this
one'.
The motil, as seen with the wings folded, is a rather
narrow, grayish browh insect about the size of a slate
pencil and ,three-eighths of an inch long. With the
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wings sprEad, it measures ne,arly three-fourths of an
inch. The hind wings are very nearly slate color and
clothed with long hairs. The front wings are brown,
of a slightly darker shade than that of the bark of an
apple twig, and are crossed with numerous wavy lines
of silver scales. At the tip there is a large oval brown
spot within which is an incomplete golden circle. The
whole effect is that of an apple twig with the "whitish
bloom" rubbed off in spots, or of the rough bark of the
trunk. When the moth rests on such places, as it usually does, it is very difficult to detect.
The moths fly at night, or when the nights are too·
cold just about dusk and in the early morning . In all the
writer's experience but few moths have been seen in
the orchard; once in a while one will be disturbed and
will dart away with a swift zigzag Inotion to disappear behind SOlne near-by tree.
Tlt e egg is about the size of a pin head: or th e lead
in a lead pencil, and is scarcely thicker th.an a sheet of
paper. It' is of
creamy white color, and slightly
transparent.
In appearance it resembles the little
light spots so common on apple twigs and sometimes
seen on the apple itself. The surface of the egg is
. however, very finely wrinkled and reflects the light
when held in the right position. By turning an apple
or leaf, on which the egg is glued, so that the light
strikes obliquely it is easily detected.
.
The larva.-On hatching from the egg the larva is
less than a sixteenth of an inch in length, a little
longer than across the egg, and is about as big as a
sewing needle. The head is large and black, the body
white with a few black spots. The larva breaks out
through the top of the egg and immediately wanders.
around in search of a hiding place from which it can
bore into the apple. .1s the worm grows the head and
shield back of it turn brown and the rest of the body
remains white or pinkish white. When full grown they
are about three-quarters of an inch long and a twelfth
of an inch across.
Tht! cocooJZ.-The worm on leaving the apple hunts
a place where it can hide and spin its cocoon. This is.
made of silk and whatever material is excavated in
making its burrow. The shape varies with the place
in whi.ch it is made, usually it is about three-fourths of
an inch long and half that width o.n the outside . .

a
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Th e pupa.-Once inside its· cocoon the first brood
worm soon changes to a 'light brown pupa in which the
eyes, legs and wings of the moth soon show. In this
stage it does not move except to wiggle the tip of its
abdomen if distu~bed until finally the brown skin bursts
and the mo·th appears.
THE

LIFE HISTORY .

In order to combat any injurious insect in the
most successful manner, it is necessary to know every
ste p in its life history. In the case of an insect like
the codling moth where :remedial measures to be eff ective, must be applied long before the dama.ge is
done, this is doubly true if the hest results are to be
obtained.
.
A man standing still and sh"ooting into the air
e very half hour might kill a duck once in a while if
duc n.s were flying thick enough , but a good hunter who
shot only when there was a duck there to aim at would
kill more ducks with less time and amlllunition. So a
man who sprays his trees every two weeks may kill
s ome codling moth larvffi, but an intelligent orchardist
who bprayed only when there was something to spray
for would get better results with less work.
H OW THE WINTER I S PASSED.

The codling moth always passes the win ter as a
full grown larva inside its cocoon. Some of bhese larvffi
enter the cocoon as early as the middle of August, the
greater part of them in September and early October
and some are still in the apples when picked, and come
out later in the boxes or cellars in which they
are stored. These later ones would probaby never
mature if left out on the trees or ground , as they
w ould perish w1;len the apples froze. The cocoons may
be found in any place that will afford them a shelter
probably the greater numbers are hidden away in the
rough bark of the trees. When a limb is split the crack
will often be found full of them. Scars, decayed spots
a nd holes are their delight. Any rubbish on the ground
will afford them shelter. Old boxes, boards, old clothing, old fences are all utilized, and dead raspberry canes
have been found full of them. Those brought inside
,

.
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in the apples will spin up in cracks or crevices they may
find in the room where the apples are stored.
These worms remain as such in the cocoons until
late in the spring, those that entered the cocoons in
August remajning about eight months in this stage.
Ahout the time the first apples bloom these worms
commence changing to pUpffi, those on the south side
of the trees and in warm situations first , and those on
the north side and in colder locations, cellars, fruit
houses, etc., running on for a number of weeks longer.
WHEN THE FIRST BROOD OF MOTHS APPEAR.

A few moths from larvffi that were especially sheltered in the favorable locations may appear before the
apples bloom. The great majority of them, however,
do not appear until some time after. Probably fully
three we~ks after bloom would be the average time of
greatest abundance. Moths from cold damp places.
cellars etc., would continue to appear for several
weeks , the extreme range in time of appearance being
about two months.
THE FIRST BROOD OF EGGS .
I

T£me of LaY£ 1Zb'--When the weather is warm the

moth begins laying eggs within a day of' two of the
time of appearance, continuing to deposit them during
several days. On account of the cold nights a moth
that appeared early in the season would probably not
deposit her eggs for some time while the later ones
coming out in warm weather, would begin to deposit
almost immediately. 8.0 while the moths appear during two months it is probable that a month and a half
would see all the eggs deposited. The first eggs were
deposited at Logan last year by the first of June, but
the greater majority of them were laid in the week
on either side of the 25th·
Different observers have obtained very different
results in trying to determine at just what time in the
day or night the eggs were laid, and where they are
placed on the tree. In a nUll ber of cases no statement
is made as to which brood of eggs was under consideration, and this factor might make quite a difference
in both results. In Utah, where the nights are cold,
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it is prol?able that most of the eggs of the first brood r
at le-ast are deposited in the early evening. This may
not seem to have any economic bearing on the questiQn, but if the moths deposited only at night the first
warm night after the moths were abundant would be
the time when egg deposition began, while if they deposit at dusk or before, the temperature at that time
would be ~he d~ciding factor.
TIVhcre tlzey are laid.- There is no agreement among
the observers as to where the eggs of the first brood
are placed. Card found in Nebraska that most of them
were placed on the upper surface of the leaves near
the fruit. Simpson reports that in Southern Idaho most
of them were found on leaves. Koebele in California
speaks about finding them on 'the fruit. Washburn
, describes finding them on the fruit in Oregon, and
Cordley reports from the same State that he found
most of them on the fruit. The kind of apple and the
length of time after the apple sets before the eggs are
laid would probable make quite a difference. In the
work in Colorado and at this station nearly ninety per
cent of them were found on the fruit, but in no case
was an egg found on an apple that had not lost it first
fuzzy coat of hairs. The location of eggs has an important bearing on the question of remedies.
Tim e it takes to ltatc/t.-This seems to depend very
much on the prevailing temperature. Those laid earliest would take much longer to hatch than the late
on~s in a normal season.
Some of the earlier ones
might go for fifteen or twepty' days, while some of the
late ones might hatch in five or six days, with an average of about nine or ten days. The latter part of the
egg hatching season was very warm this year and
probably the majority of the later eggs hatched in '
seven days or less.
Number of eggs laid.-It is very difficult to get.
moths to lay in confinement and so very few determinations have been made. 1'lr. E. P. Taylor, then an
assistant in Colorado, succeeded in getting one to lay
fifty egs, so they lay that number at least, and that is
probably not too high an average, as more than that
many have been found in the body on dissection.
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THE FIRST BROOD OF 'LARV lE .

A long series of countings in Colorado showed that
about eighty-five per cent go in at the calyx or blossom end of the apple, and that most of the rest go in
where two" apples touch or where a leaf or twig rests
against an apple, a very few bore in on the free surface. In any case the hole is made straight in toward
the center of the apple and so small that it wou~d
scarcely be noticed. -The worm bores as rapidly as
possible until it has succeeded in getting completely
out of sight. From that on it eats as it needs foodboring in toward the center of the apple and at the
same time constantly enlarging the hole as it grows
so that it can come back to the surface and throw out
its castings. These castings are bound together by
sllk threads and hang there so as to close the entrance.
These are the unsightly masses so noticeable in a neglected orchard. After reaching the seed cavities some
of the castings are stored there.
A few days before they become full grown some
of the larvre eat another passage out to the surface
and plug the hole with castings and silk until they are
ready to leave. Then they .. push this plug aside and
conle out, leaving the hole open. In such a case the
apple will have two worm holes, although but one
worm worked there.
The first wormy apple was found June 21st and was
three or four days old then, making the date of ent·
rance about June 17th. Very few entered until several days after that. The last worms of the bro~d
came under bands about Aug. 10th, a total of fifty days
or over. The averag·e life of a worm in an apple is
about·nineteen days so that some worms come out before the last ones entered. The first worms were
found under bands .fuly 3rd, while over two-thirds of
them came out the week between July 17th and 24th.
THE ' FIRST BROOD

OCOONS.

If the worm leaves the apple before it falls, as the
most of them do, it crawls down the branches to the
trunk of the tree and seeks a biding place, if the apple
falls with the worm inside, it will soon crawl out and
seek the first dry crack or crevice it can find. In any
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,case it usually spins a cocoon within the first twentyfour hours. In five or six days the worm changes to a
pupa and, remains twelve to fourteen days , on an
·average, in this stage, making the time spent within
the cocoon sixteen to twenty days. The first worm
came down July 3rd this season , so the first cocoon
would have been found July 4th, the last cocoon
would have been made about Al:.gust 10th and
allowed eighteen days for the cocoon stage, this
cocoon would Ilave hatched August 27th or 28th.
Some of these late ones might have been r etarded
.so that a few might have hatched in September.
THE SECOND BROOD OF

fOTHS .

The first llloth of the s econd brood hatched in the
laboratory J uly ~Oth and it is ver y doubtful if many
hatched in the field before that. The last moth
hatched in the laboratory August 19th from worms of
August 5th. Pressure of other work pre vented rec-ords being kept on the later ones, but, at that same
rate, the last worms of the first broou would have appeared by August 25th under laboratory conditions
and probably by Septe mber 1st .in the field. Some of
these later ones might have lived until September 15th.
The second brood moths, then , might have been
found from July 20th until the middle of September or
later, while the greater majority of them appeared
during the first twenty days of Aug·ust.
THE SECOND B R OOD OF EGGS .

The conditions which tend to shorten the egg-laying period of the first brood of moths are just reversed
at the second brood. The first moths to hatch out
would find the weather warm and would begin laying
within a day 9r two, while the late ' Illoths coming out
while the nights are getting cooler and the general
temperature lower might go for some time before depositing all their eggs.
The first eggs were deposited about July 22nd , the
last ones no doubt as late as the 10th of September,
while the bulk of them were deposited between the 5th
.and 20th of August.
The earlier eggs of the brood, coming during the
warmest parts of t,h~ sumlner, would probably hatch in
five or six days, while the late ones with the nights
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cold would take two or three times as long, so the big
end of the brood would come first and gradually taper
off until late in September.
THE SECOND BROOD OF LA V LE .

The first larvro of this brood entered the apples
the last few days in July, a great III any more the first
week in August, and still more tee second week , the
greatest number entering about August 15th; within
a week the nUIllber entering fell off rapidly while the
number in the apples increased until early in September when those leaving more than balanced the late
ones entering. LarvCB of this brood were still quite
numerous in apples picked in October and a few remained until November.
This brood began leaving the apples about August
10th and slowly increased in nUInber until August 25th,
from that time until SepteIllber 8th they were abundant and from that on gradually decreased until the end
of the season.
These worms spin thick cocoons as soon as they
leave the apples and remain in them over winter without any change.
SUMMARY OF THE LIFE-HISTORY.

The length of time it takes for a brood to develop
is best measured by the band records, and, taking the
time from the greatest number of larvCB oj one brood
until the greatest number of the next, as a basis, it is
found to be about fifty days. As a result of the work
in Colorado, Prof. Gillette has published the average
length of the different ,sta~;res as follows:
Worms remain in apples on an average of 19 days ~
cocoon stage 18 days , moth to middle of egg laying 5days, eggs hatch in 7 days. Total 49 days. This only
a pplies to the warmer parts of the season. The·
early and late ones take much longer to develop.
Comparing these results with the ones obtained here
last year and given under the different stages it will
be noticed . that last seasons records show a trifle ·
shorter time, probably due to an exceptionally hot season.
PROOFS THAT THERE ARE BUT TWO BROODS.

'rhe overlapping of broods has led a great many
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people to believe that there is an indefinate number of
broods in a season, and as this has· resulted in much
confusion ~s to when to spray, it may be ·w orth while
to point out some of the proofs that there are two definite broods and only two.
Practically all authorities agree that it takes the insect about fif1 y days to go through all stages. The first
brood of worms are not abundant in the apple until the
middle of June in the warmeEt apple-growing regions
and not until into July in the cooler ones. Counting
fifty days from this time would give the first week in
August for the warmer regions and not until early
September for the cooler as the time for the middle
of the second brood. Now if there were to be another
brood these worms would have ·to change to moths and
lay eggs again to produce this brood. Instead of this
anyone can satisfy himself that they do not change at
all that fall, by shutting a few up in a paste-board box
and watching them.
Another good proof is the band records; wherever
they have been made throughout a season with sh0rt
enough intervals to b~ of value they always show two
broods as indicated above and no more.
THE LIFE-HISTORY CHART.

A life-history chart showing the stages of the codling moth as tlley occured in the college- orchard at
Logan last year is presented with the hope that it will
help to clear up the. difficulty in understanding the relation of the two broods to each other, and show why
it is so easy to becolne confused in regard to the number of broods.
, Taking the moths as an example, the first brood
extended from the first of June until the middle of July
and the second brood from that time until September.
So that from June 1st until September 20th, with
the possible exception of a few days about July 15th,
moths might have been found at any time and anyone,
not familiar with the facts , might easily conclude that
there was a series of overlapping broods. Instead we
find two definite broods, the great majority of the first
appearing between June 10th and 30th, while a scattering few run on up to July 15th, when the first s~rag
glers of the second brood appear. While a few of the
second brood may appear this early the greater part of

•
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them come out between August 5th and 25thlj while
stragglers run on into September. In the same way
the eggs, cocoons and worms will be found to meet or
to overlap but still easily separable into tW) definite
broods.
In using this table one should not be confused by
the long periods of each stage-for instance, the first
brvod larvre have an average life in the apple of 20 days,
yet this brood extends over a period of more than fifty
days-but for the first 20 days there were no larvre
coming out of apples, as shown by the fact that there
were no cocoons below dnd for the last twenty days
there would be no worms going in as shown by the
fa3t that the eggs above had all hatched. So that
there would be only a little over thirty days in which
worms would be going in and the saIne length of time
in which they would be coming out.
It would be impossible to make a chart which
would fit all places and all seasons, but as time between
th~ two broods does not vary more than a few days on
either side cf the fifty in any region where the .a pple
grows successfully, it will be possible to a.s certain the
general condition in a given locality, by changing all
the . dates on the top of the chart a given amount
earlier or lat.er according as the season is earlier or
later than that at Logan. ]Por instance, the. band
record at Provo indicates that their season is from ten
to twelve days earlier than that a;t Logan, so changing
all dates twelve days earlier would give about what
might be expected in a normal season at Provo. In the
warmest apple growing regions of the state the season
ranges from three to four weeks earlier than ours and
the dates would need to be changed that much to show
general conditions there. For a further discussion of
this subject see the topic "How to use the Chart" at
the back.
,FRUIT INFESTED.

The apple is the natural food of this insect and
where no apples are grown it is rarely found. On the
other hand, in the apple-growing region pears are often
damaged to a considerable extent, and in some cases,
where they are very abundant, the stone fruits have
been attacked. Froln a study of the conditions in most
of the fruit-growing sections in Utah. it seems safe to
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say that on an average nearly ninety per cent of the
apples in unsprayed orchards are wormy.
RATE OF INCREASE.

If a pair of moths produce fifty eggs and these
eggs all lived and developed, that would be an increase
of twenty-five times, these twenty-five pair would in
turn produce 1,250 eggs which would give in one year
an increase of 625 times. Instead of this in any old
orchard the number of worms remains fairly constant ·
from year to 'year which means that under such conditions natural causes kill off all but one of this 625.
Allowing that the second brood averages five tilnes
as many as the first, then from two worms in the first
brood, instead of fifty in the second brood, we get only
ten and the other forty worms, or 80 per cent are killed
off by natural causes in the fifty days this brood takes
to develop. Now from these ten worms iIi the fall,
instead of getting 250 in the spring we only get two
if the number is to remain constant, the other 248 or
over 99 per cent being killed off by natural causes
during the other ten months in the year. These figures
show . wh)r from a few wormy apples one year the crop
is often spoiled the next if 'conditions are favorable,
and emphasizes the importance of doing everything
possible to assist nature in her warfare.
IMMUNE REGIONS.

No place has yet been found" where the apple will
grow, in which the codling moth will not flourish if
once introduced. Many isolated valleys or the Rocky
Mountain region have grown apples for years without
the codling moth and have thought that by reason of
climate or altitude that they were immune only to find
that when once introduced it was as bad there as
. anywhere. In general it is true that the higher and
colder locations with comparatively short seasons do
not suffer as much as do low warm localities, and in
these places the moths will not spread as rapidly as in
more favored ones.
Any localities where apples are raised that are ,not
now inf.ested should take every precaution to prevent its introduction.
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RELATIVE DAMAGE OF DIFFERENT BROODS .

.The apples when attacked by the larvae of the first
brood are still small and a relatively large amount is
eaten. When the worm leaves the apple the hole is
left open and decay often starts in the interior and the
apple falls to the ground, a total loss.
By the time the second brood enters, the apple is
nearly grown and a relatively small amount is sufficient
for the worm. Then, too, a large number of this brood
start from the side and part of them do not reach
the core. Some mine near the surface and while
making an unsightly spot do not damage the apple
near as much as one burrowing deeper. On the other
hand, on a well loaded tree the loss of these first
apples will be made up in part by the increase ~n size
of the rest of the crop, while from a commercial standpoint any wormy apple is a total 10Fs, so that the actual
damage of the broods will probably be in about the
ratio of their numbers.
.
The work in Colorado and observations this year
indicate that for our conditions the second brood
averages about five times the number of the first.
This is a point, however, on which there is a wide
difference of opinion among the entomologists and it
probably does vary . considerably under different
conditions.
HOW THE MOTH SPREADS .

The moths will fly from an infested orchard in all
directions, very few, however, traveling more than a
mile from the place where they hatched, some few
probably being carried with the wind for several miles.
These wo.uld start new centers and, being fairly free
from their natural enemies, multiply rapidly ~1 nd would
soon infest the entire region. It is doubtful if this
means of spread would ever carry then from one valley
to -another many miles rlistant. They are introduced
into such places by worms that are carried in apples or
else have spun their cocoon in boxes, barrels, clothing,
furniture and the like in an infested reg'ion, and then
these things transported into a new region.
A new orchard, at some distance from any infested
one, will usually raise one crop fairly free from worms
but on no account should these few worms be .. allowed
tomature, as under the favorable . conditions of new
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10Gation, they usually increase so rapidlyl ,that the
second crop will be nearly ruined.
MEANS OF DESTRUCTION.

Here as every where else the best inforlned man
will be the most successful. Every available means of
destruction should be kept in mind and everything
done to render the natural checks to the insect as
effective as possible. When we remember that an
average of over 90 % of all these pests are killed 1Jy
natural causes, it is easy to see that it is worth while
to aid them by every means in our power, and at the
same time supplement the good work by a little effort
towards destruction on our own part.
NATURAL E N EMIES .

Once inside the apple the worm is fairly safe from
attack, a few may be killed by disease, parasites , and'
things of like nature, but the great majority come out
safely and start on their journey to a hiding place.
Any worm luckless enough to come out at the time
when ants are about will be quickly seized and borne
away by them. Those attempting to leave fallen fruit
in the daytime would stand little show of r eaching a
place of safety. Several tests were made to determine
what per cent of larvce placed on the ground under a
tree in the daytime, would reach a band and only about
40 % were successful. Most of the rest were carried
.away by ants , a few by ground beetles and probably a
few hid under clods on the ground. The greater
number of larvce come down at night Or early morning,
at least the greater number that come under bands do.
Prof Hedrick, in Bulletin 64 of this Station, gives
a very interesting account of a digger wasp (Ammophila prunosa Cress), a colony of which kept a small
-orchard free from worms, and suggests the possibility
of introducing it into other sections.
Birds probably do more than any other one agent
in reducing the numbers of this insect. The Downy Woodpecker and the Chickadee are especially useful in
this way. While engaged in the preparation of this
bulletin the writer has watched a dozen chickadees and
one woodpecker that appeared on the apple trees in a
neighboring yard at about the same hour each morning
.and always traveling in the same direction as if
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starting out from a common roosting place and working
towards the orchards of Logan. They were ind ustriously searching. out every nook and cranny and one
day after some old lilubs had been removed they
nearly went wild with delight at the stores of fQod
they found.
.
On examining a tree in the spring many a cocoon
can be found without a tenant, but with the tell tale
hole of a bird' s sharp bill. In some cases it has been
almost impossible to find an inhabited cocoon until
search was made in some deep crack or other ·unaccessible place. This, in a large measure, accounts
for the sm.all spring brood. On the summer brood, on
accoun t of the short time in the cocoon stage and of
the /abundant food in other quarters for the birds, they
do not seem to be as effective.
Some of the moths are caught by birds and bats,
Koebele records seeing a bat very active in catching
the moths in California. The eggs have a parasite
which destroys a few. Probably many of the larv ce
that hatch from the egg never succeed in getting into
an ~pple, some being taken by ants, some by birds and
more by spiders and predaceous insects. The greater
number of the summer brood are no doubt destroyed
while getting into the apple and getting out of it to
a hiding place.
CARE OF THE ORCHARD AND GROUNDS.

The care of the orchard has been ably treated
in a recent bulletin by Prof. Hutt,~{- and only a few
points that bear direc,tly on the qestion at hand
will be eluphasized.
N early all the successful orchardists in Colorado,.
wi th which the writer is familiar, practice clean cultivatiori in their orchards, keeping the ground stirred
wi th some form of pul verizing harrow as often as once
in every week or ten days during the hot weather.
This does away with all rubbish in the orchard and
gives the worms no place to hide except on the tree
itself or in the ground where they will be turned out
by the next cultivation and destroyed. All orchards
experimented with in Colorado and both those sprayed
here last season, ~ere so cared for.
*Bull.83 Ctah Exp. Station.
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Pruning is another ilnportant factor in the successful management of the codling moth. Trees with long
straggling branches being much harder to spray
thoroughly than those with neat symmetrical heads.
In planting an orchard the trees should be set far
enough apart so that a wagon can be driven between
them at all ages- not so that it can be squeez-:.d through.
b ut so that a spraying outfit can be operated comfort-·
ably between tl '.e I'OWS.
.
An orchcJ rd should be gone over each willter and
th e ]'()Ug'h s cales on the bark sc:raped off so that there·
will be no hiding place for the VOl'ms. Dead limbs..
should be removed, all holes and cracks thoroughly
p lug ge d with clay or wax, split branches should be
sawe ~ off.
They might bear a number of apples, but.
the cracks will 8helt~r worms enough to destroy
lnor e .
In thinning choice ft'uit early in the season, select
t he wOf'my apples and pick from clusters so that the
r emaining apples do not touch each other.
The fruit house shoulu be tight so that no moths
can escape from. cracks or knot holes and all windows
should have wire screens. Then when the moths that
have hatched from worms brought in in the apples gather
on the windows they may be crushed with a . broom or
trapped in a dish of water with a kerosene film on top.
Wormy apples should not be left long in the orchard
after picking as the worms will crawl out and hide in
any convenient place.
In case of a very short ci'op in a locality it would
oft n be advisabl~ to pick the balance and destroy
them before ' the first brood worms had matured, if
pos ible; if not, then before the first of August so that
no worms could mature to go over winter, and thus the
orchard would be free at the beginning of the next
season. The writer observed an instance in Colorado
where a severe hail storm early in the season destroyed
. all the apples throughout a section of (3011ntry and the
n xt season's crop of apples in this section was almost
entirely fr'ee frOln worms. A light hail stonn such as
yisited Logan this season, on the other hand, seems to
Increase the nU!llber of worms as it roughens up and
ct'acks the surface of the apples and gives them a
better chance to enter.
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REMEDIAL MEASURES.

There is little m( re bope of exterminating the
codling moth than there is of exterminating weeds.
Both are here to stay and must be fought, but to the
man that fights persistently and intelligently the one
is little more to be dreaded than the other.
Of the hundreds of ways of destroying this pest
that have been suggested, only two, spra3Ting and
banding, have proved practical and efficient; these two,
however, when used together have reduced the loss to
a minimum and in ordinary cases spraying alone may
be relied upon to furnish 85 to 95 % of sound apples .
.sPRAYING.

Spraying should be looked upon as a fine art, a
trade that has to be learned, and as in any other trade
the results will be proportional to the alnount of intelligence and conscientious attention to details displayed by the worker.
There is no place in the routine of the year's work
where brains and -energy can be used to better advantage than in the handling of the nozzle at spraying
time. Do not trust a man to do your spraying for you
that you would not trust to mange the business for the
year. A few days of careless work here will often
spoil the results of a season, and it is one of the most
difficult places in which. to detect poor work until it is
too late to remedy it.
I

'1'HiE OUTFIT.

r.rhe first essen.tiall to success in spraying is a good
pump and other appliances with which to do effective
work. For an orchard of" 5 to 10 acres any good barrel
pump is sufficient and will probably be found the most
economical form to use. The essential features of a
pump of this kind are that all working parts such .as
4Cylinder, piston, valves and valve seats be made of
'ibrass so they will not be corroded by the liquid used; •
·-that it ha~ a good agitator, and a large air chamber
·: to equalize allti maintain Lthe pressure _and that only
.one 1.ead of ho::;e be used.. Such a pump with 20 feet
lof ltOse, a ham boo extension pole and three nozzles.
wi n cost $:30 to $25. It is a gOG,d plan to lengthen out
the agitatOl' p:Hldles fm~ wi.th the pump.
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n orchard of 15 or e ven 20 acres can be taken
care of by a good double-action pump. Such a pump
s hould be lTIounted on a platform along with a tank
holding from J 50 to 200 gallons and this tank should
b provjded with ' (1 separate agitator. Two leads of
ho
can be psed with this pump and still have a good
PI' 'sure . Such a pump with two leads of hose , t~o
ext nsion poles and six nozzles complete can be
pUI' ·ha ed for about 845 to S50 and the tank can be
built at home 01' purchased for about $15.
F or orchards of 20 acres or more the cheapest
outfit in the end will be a gasoline engine sprayer.
Such an outfit including a tank and .wagon with low (
wheels can be purchased for S250 to $300.
In any outfit the man or men using the nozzles
should be on a platform high enough so that they will
b nearly on a level with the tops of the trees, then
with a bamboo extension pole ten feet long' and the
nozzle set at an angle with this, good work can
b done.
In buying any outfit one should get two kinds of
nozzles, one with a fan-shaped spray and the other of
th velmorel type,. using the former for the first two
codling moth sprayings and the mist spray for the later
wor k and the general spraying. 'The bordeaux no~zle
has been found to be the best for the early sprayIng
and as it throws twice as much liquid as the other fanshaped ones or the velmorel type, a less number should
be used. One bordeaux or two velmore 1 on one lead
of hose is enough for a barrel pump. Two leads of
hose are all that can be used to advantage on a gasoline
outfit but the number of nozzles can be increased.
,
Anyone contemplating buying an outfit for spray ~
ln g should send to the Deming Co., Salem, Ohio, The
Gould Mfg., Co., Seneca Falls, N . Y., The Field Fvrce
Pump Co, Elmira, N. Y ., or other reliable manufactur'e I'S , for their catalogues and study them carefully,
~" lTIembering that it pays to buy the best grade offered
In each size. Thi~ is especially true in the barreL
pumps, many of the cheaper ones, with jron working
par·ts aud cheap valves, will not last a season through.
Pumps of the grade 'of the ~~POlTIOna", "Century" and .
~~Empire King" will do thorough work and last a
number of years .
f
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A PUBLI ' SPRAYER.

Anyone with a g'ood outfit can make big money in
almost any community of any size going around and
spraying trees for those who do not have enough trees
to pay to buy a pump for themselves. Anyone could
easily afford to pay ten cents per tree for each spraying
and at that rate an outfit would pay for itself in a week
besides paJing good wages to those who operate it.
HOW TO SPRAY.

Spraying should be done with a definite object in
view and the method ofspl'aying adapted to the accomplishment of that object. '1'he first spraying for the codling moth is for the sole object of getting the poison into
the calyx cup before it closes and ever'ything else
should be subordinated to that end . It has been found
by repeated experilnents that a rather coarse spray,
thrown with great force, will penetl'ate and remain in
the cups uettel' than the Inist-like spray ordinal'ily
used. At this time the apples are standing upright or
out towal'ds the light just as the blossoms were and so
to go into these cups the spray , must be thrown ji"om
above dOWIl and from tlu sides ill and not from below up
as it is usually done. In the latter case the mist-like
spray gathers on the stamens and either runs off or else
dries there and dO,e s not carry any poison down into
the cup. It will do no harm to continue the first ·
spraying until the tree is dripping .a ll over as the
liquid that has lodged in the calyx cups will stay
there.
The second spraying serves two purposes, one to
fill any calyx cups still open and also to leave a coating
of poison on leaves - and fruit. The writer formerly
used the mist spray for this application but changed
to the coarse spray and secured better results. 1'his
spraying should cease as soon as the tree begins
to drip.
WHAT NOZZLE TO USE .

.B'6r both these spY'ayings the best nozzle to use is
one that throws a fan-shaped spray such as the
Bordeaux, manfactured by the Deming Co., or the
Seneca of the Gould Co., setting' the nozzle at ab?ut
the medium capacity so that., ' under the workIng
pressure of the pump the spray 'w ill be thrown ? t~.~
feet before a mist is formed.
If such a spray IS
thrown up and down on a smooth surface at a distance
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of 6 to 8 feet it will leave the surface covered with,
little drops of water the size of a pin head or smaller,
each one containing' a grain or more of poison which
will be left there as the water evaporates: , If spraying
is c:ontjnued ~oo long these little drops will unite and
run off carrying- the poison with them. If the nozzle
is set too fine prog:r.ess will be slow, if too coarse the
-drops will run off. Care should be taken at all times
,to ee that the pressure is kept up and that the mixture
is well agi ta ted .
The Bordeaux nozzle has a greater capacity than
th other fan-shaped' ones and we ha ve found that one
of this style will cover q,S much ground and do better
work than two of the, other kinds.
WHEN TO SPRAY .

The first application sho'uld be made as soon after
th bloom falls as possible-never while the blossoms
are on. In a badly mixed orchard this might possibly
be when a few blossoms were on the late trees, but in
ca e the different varieties were separate, spray each
variety 3 or 4 days after the petals fall. In planting an
or hard different varieties should be kept in blocks or
at least in rows so that they can be sprayed when
I' adv.
'rhe length of time in which the calyx remains
open varies in different varieties and in different
s asons, probably 6 to 10 days would be a fair average.
This can be watched and those that close the quickest
s prayed first .
The second spraying should be'lnane from ten days
t o two weeks after the first, this will catch those
calyx cup~ that are late in closing and any from which
the fir~t spray "has been washed and will also leave a
coating of poison on the now fairly well-grown leaves
and the developing fruit .
A RE MORE THAN TWO SPRAY INGS NEEDED?

Two sprayings, as outlined above, where carefully
and intelligently applied have given from 85 to 95 % of
sound apples with an average probably slightly above
90. In Colorado, where conditions are very similar to
OUI' own, every test has given results above 90 % of
lear fruit, and in the commercial test on Mr. Campb II s orchard last year, the result was almost exactly
90 % sound.
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These rRsults have been obtained where unsprayed
orchards ran fron1 60 to 90 % wormy and negl. ~cted
trees in town lots averaged more ·than one worm to an
apple.
Simpson working in Idaho and Cordley in
Oregon advise from four to six or more applications.
This advice is based, however, on conditions which
are apparently quite different from those found in Utah
and Colorado and the same arguments would not hold
here. These sugg'estions ha.ve been widely copied and
as a result many Utah orchardists are spraying every
two weeks and many more are not sparying at all.
The writer does not wish to discoul'age the late
spraying but does wish to encourag'e and direct more
careful and thorough early spraying, with the belief
that if this is done the late spraying will not be
necessary. There would of course be cases where this
would not apply. A clean orchard, surrounded by
infested cnes .or adjoining a large tract . of infested
trees, would have to be sprayed for the second brood
just the same as if the apples had been wormy. This,
however, would only apply to an orchard within a
quarter or a half mile of a body of infested trees, and
even at that distance it would have to be a large tract
to be very dangerous. In the case of an orchard Illore
than half a Illile from any other, only the moths
actually raised in the orchard would have to be guarded
against, and if, as a result Qf the early sprayings, the
damage from the first brood was reduced to one or two
per cent of the crop, then the orchard might be safely
left through the season with a reasonable certainty
of haryesting 90 % or more of clean f.ruit. If, on the
other hand, the damage was greater than two per cent.,
it would be best to spray for the second brood . To do
this intelligently it is necessary · to know before hand
just when the brood may be expected so that the trees
may be kept well covered with the poison during the
15 to 25 days in whi6h ~he bulk of the little worms
hatch out.
No doubt over half of the late s'prayings applied
in Utah in past have been practically wasted because
they were applied either too early or too late to catch
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t his brood as they were entering- the apples. :H'or this
r eason no system of spraying at certain stated intervals such as every two or three weeks will ever be
atisfactory. Then too, under this system, there has
been too much slighting of the first sprayings in the
belief that it did not matter much about these if the
later ones were only applied.
Full instructions for finding the tilne of the second
brood will be found under the heading "How to use the
Chart" , at the end of this bulletin. In order to carry
out these instructions a little careful work must be
done , but where necessary .to spray for the second
brood, the time saved, because of less sprayings
needeu, and the greater benefit in sound apples, will
many times repay the trouble.
WHAT TO SPRAY WITH.

The writer has used Paris green in ali commercial
praying for the past six years according to the following formula:
Paris green lIb.
Water _ . 150 gal.
No lime used)
This has proved entirely satisfactory and reliable
and is considered superior to any other mixture for
general use , for a number of reasons: It requires no
pr e paration and can be procured in any quanity
lesired and kept indefinitely. On account of its color
t here is little danger of lnistaking it for anything else.
When using this poison it is easy to test your spray at
any lninute to see that it is correctly mixed. and also to
keep watch of it throughout the season.
The only other mixture used to any extent is the
ar enite of lime which is prepared as follows:
White a senic
Fresh lime
Water -

-

1 lb.
- 4lbs.
1 gal.

Boil this Inixture not less than half an hour as it
is very difficult to make the lime and arsenic combine.
F ill the kettle up with water to the original amount
and use one pint to 40 or 50 gallons of water. Those
recommending this mixture say to add a pound or two
of lime to each barrel to avoid burning the foliage.
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A little surer way to make this same Gompound is
as follows: '
White arsenic 1 lb .
Sal soda
41bs.
Water 1 gal.
Boil this 15 minutes and replace any water lost by
boiling then use one pint of this mixture and two
pounds of fl"eshly slacked lime ·to a barrel of watel'.
This forms the same compound in the end and is a
Iittle safer.
Either of these mixtures should be labeled poison
and neither the kettle nor any other thing in which it
was handled ·should be used for anything else.
PURITY OF PARIS

REEN .

Several writers have in the past few years pubIi hed statements to the effect that the Pal'is green
as cOlnmonly sold in this State, was so adulterated as
to be of little value for spraying. This is exactly 'the
reverse of the writer's experienc and in fact contrary
to the experience of all those who have tested this
poison in other states. A careful exa~ination of the
, literatur on the subject, revealed the source from
which all these reports originated ..
Prof. Woodworth of the Oalifornia Station in 1898
or early in 9 sent out a circular letter of which the
following is an extract.
.
DEAR SIR:
This Station has given considerable attention to the matter
of the a.dulteration of Paris green. and we are con vinced th~t
at the pre ent time there is scarcely any strictly pure Pans
green on the market, whether h e re or in the Eastern States .
H appears to me that it will be necessary fo r Experiment
Stations and Agricultural Newspapers to cease to recommend
Paris green as an insecticide the coming season and substitute
home mude arsenite~.

rof. Hedrjck ·published this letter in Bulletin 64
of this S tation as a warning against Paris green. Prof.
Olose evidently without waiting to test the matter,
published the following statement in Bulletin 65:
" iuch of the Paris green on the marke~ is adulterated
and often to that extent that double the usual amount
ill ustbe used."
Since that time the agricultural I?ress
and other publications of the State have taken It up
and condemned its use as an adulterated article, all
apparently based on this one original statement in the
circular letter.
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Now as to the facts: Woodworth in this circular
le tter asks ' for the experience of others, and in a
bulletin on the subject-X- publishes the answers he
received from fifteen entomologists in as many states.
N ine out of these fifteen reporting, state that it is
fa irly satisfactory in their respective states and seven
of these quote the results of tests. Six out of the
fi ft eel J. re port it variable or unsatisfactory but not one
q uotes r esults of anal.r~is to show this. They base
th e ir cOllclusions on the fac t that they have failed t ·)
get g()od l'esults -from its use. If that kind of t estiIno ny is allowed, ariY kind of spray mixture could be
proved tQ be adulterated,
'1'he o~ly evidence, of any value, in a case of this
kind is f['om t ests of the purity of the Paris green
i tself and the results of such tests have shown that
t his poison is rarely adulterated. Theore tically Paris
green should contain ;')8 % of arsenious oxide but 'owing
to imper'fect processes of manufacturing, it Inay and
oft~ n does contain a little less.
Most states that have
e nac ted laws on the subj ect require that Paris green
shall contain 50 % of arsenious oxide and such a sample
is considered pure.
Prof. Woodworth in the above mentioned bulletin
does not give the number of analyses made nor the
results of any analyses. In the second part of the
bulletin Prof. Colby, a chemist, gives analyses of six
s am pIes of what he calls "objectionable Paris green " .
T hree of these were below ;jO % total arseniolis oxide
and three above , the lowest was 48 % and the highest
55 %. He says nothing' about any lower per cent
h aving been found 'and there probably was none or it
would. have been published. In a summary of his part
of the bulletin Prof. Colby says , .that "adulteration in
the sense of adding foreign matter to Paris green is
r arely practiced in this country, at least by the manufacturers." In a summary· of Prof. Woodworth's part
of this bulletin he says: " No really adulterated samples
have been analyzed." In the .light of these facts, the
s tatements made on the strength of this circular le tter
have little force.
As a result of these statements, a number of
s amples of Paris green supposed to be adulterated
were sent to Dr. Widtsoe, Director and Chemist of
-X·Bul. 126 Calif. Station, 1899.
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this station; these were analyzed an 1 in ever'y case
found to be above the requirement. Prof. "rl"apba~'en,
chelnist of the Montana Station, examined the Paris
green found in the Montana market nnd reported tbat
he found i"t of uniformly high grade'::-: Last year Prof.
Colby published the results';':--x- of 128 analy~es of California samples extending over a period of two years or
more following his first report. _ He does not give the
total ar~enious oxide of all of them but of those given,
only four samples ran below 50 % and the lowest is
nearly 48 %. The Government Bureau of Chemistry
analyzed -17 samples that had been collected by the
Division of Entomology from all ov.er the United States
and ~ reported+HHf that the lowest one contained 56%
arsenious oxide. The New York Station has analyzed
the Paris green sold in that state for several years, as
required by law, with the followipg r sults: of 24
samples a;nalyzed jn 1899, the lowest one contained
55 % arsenious oxide; 22 samples examined in 1900 all
went above 55 o/c ; 40 samples examined in 1901 gave
56 % at the lowest results. The Louisiana Station
analyzed 71 salnples in 1902 and the lowest one was
above 54 %. These tests include all that have been
reported in the past three years and all point to the
same conclusion-that Paris green is not adulterated.
If adulteration were the only factor to be considered the circular letter sent out would be entirely
without foundation, but there is another item to be
considered with reference to the quality of Paris gree?;
which, though of relatively little weigh~ in an arId
climate like that of ~his state, is an important factor
in the moist clilnate of the Pacific coast.
Theol'etically the 5 % of poison in Paris green
shvuld all be combined with the other ingredients into
compounds insoluble in water, but under ordinary pro- .
cesses of manufacture, this is not accomplished and
some of the arsenious oxide is left in a free state. This, by
the way, is common white arsenic and does not detract
in the least from the strength of the Paris green as a
poison. From 4 % to 5 % of this free arsenic is usually
allowed; where it runs higher than that there is danger,
in a humid climate, of burning the foliage.
_
*Bul. 25 Mont. Station 1900.
-*-* Bul. 1 C:1 Calif. Station 1903.
***Farmers Bui. 146 1902.
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There has been no complaint about burning the
foliage ih Utah, as far as the writer is aware, and none
of the entomologists quoted by Woodworth made any
complaint on this score. Even the California orchardists he quotes, do not mention this objection . The
Montana tests showed no sample as high as 2 % free
arsenic. Only two of the 47 samples tested by the
government chemist, showed more than 4 %, and 43
had less than 2 %. The New York station found no
samples above 3 % free arsenic in 1901 and only three
in all those examined before that time, so we may conclude that there is Ii ttle danger from that score.
These tests show however, that the Paris green sold
in sealed packages with the maker's name on the label
is less variable in this matter than that sold in bulk.
The California Station has devised a new m.ethod
of t esting by which they get nearly double the amount
of free arsenic found by the ordinary way. By
the use of this method 16 samples, out of the 91. they
analyzed , gave lllore than 8 % of free arsenic. These
samples would no doubt be dangerous under California
conditions. No experiments have been made, as far
as we have been able to discover, to sho·w just what
per cent of fr'ee arsenic as shown by this nlethod may
be allowed with safety. In some of these 16 California
samples, and also in one of the 47 analyzed by the
Government Chemist, this free arsenic was excessive
in amount and would probably burn foliage even in an
arid climate.
Summary . Paris green is rarely adulterated. The
lowest sample reported showed 47 7'0 arsenious oxide
which if sprayed at the rate of one pound to 150 gallons
would have been an effective insecticide.
SE OF LI 1E".

Entomologists of the humid states, both east and
west,advise using lime with the Paris green to prevent
the free arsenic from burning the foliage. This is
necessary on account of the frequent showers and
evening dews that gradually dissolve the arsenic. The
amount of lime necessary to counteract this is, however, very small. The average of the amounts suggested being about two pounds to one pound of the
poison.
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Under the arid conditions of Utah even this amount
is not needed as no bu.rning has taken place where no
lime has been used . The writer has sprayed for five
years in Colorado, and the College orchard and that
of Mr. Campbell were sprayed last season without
using lilne, and in no case was there any burning.
Another claim for the lime is that it helps hold the
poison on the apple. This is no doubt true but is of
doubtful advantage, as upon examining an apple aiter
spraying with lime and Paris green the poison will be
found embedded in a crust of lime where no self respecting worm would even think of starting a burrow.
The writer has examined orchards where nearly
every apple had a plug of lime in the calyx and yet was
wormy through side holes. Instead of being an advantage it had so filled the calyx cup that the worm
went elsewhere to enter.
.
Where no lime is used, or only a very small quantit} every particle of poison that does stay on is in a
position to be effective and all that is lodged in the
calyx cup will stay there as well without lime as with
it and be in the best possiole position to catch the
worms . The excessive use of lime with the lime and arsenic mixture will in the same way prevent that poison
from giving the best results, and with either poison
applied late in the season it will leave a coating on the
apples that must be wiped off before marketing.
TEST YO R SPRAY.

Anyone using the steaight Paris green can te~t
the spray at any minute by simply letting it collect In
the hollow of his hand and noting whetter it has the·
same shade of green as it had just after the tank-full
was mixed . A little carE; and attention along thi$ line
and a little extra agitation of the mixture if necessary
will insure an even distribution of the poison without
which no spraying can be successful.
Every orchardist should have a small pocket magnifying glass with which he could examine the c~lyx
cups, the leav.es and fruit and see just how much pOlson
he was leaving- in each place and how long it stayed
there. A month after spraying last sea~on f:rom 5 to
15 grains of poison could be found in many calyx cups.
A pocket microscope in a folding case, very suit
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able for the work can be procured fur about S1.25 and
the very best style costs only S-!.OO.
BANDING.
B(1nu~ should be placed on the trees a few days before the first worms come down anu kept on until the
apples are picked. The worms on coming out of the
apple~ will crawl under these and spin tbeir cocoons
and are thus easily cau.Q:ht. /"fhese bands should be
x ;1nlined evel'y nine days until all the first brood of
larvae al'e dowll 'and thell they ean be left until fall,
For Cache Valley they should be put on June 20th
and exarnined until Aug. ~Oth. FOl' the warmer pal'ts
of the State these dates would be from two to three
weeks earlier. 1'he.'" should nevel' ue left longer than
nine days anu care should he taken that all , worms are
killed each time. If left longel' than this the first
worms under bands will beg-iu to hatch out and the
bands be an injury rather than a help as they afford a
sai e hiding plaee fcw wonns that migh t otherwise be
destl'oyed. After the first brood is out of the way the
worms do not change to pupa and then the bands can
be left until picking time and all killed at once.
Crushing with a jack knife is as good a method of killing as any. Some worms will be found between the
folds of the banfl and some between it and the bark,
others will be well down into the cracks in the bark
and should be searched out and killed.
These bands would have to be examined six or
seven times for the first brood and once at the end of
the season, but thi~ together. with the spray has been
found to be a very efficient way to reduce the numbers
of the codling moth. Every worm of the first brood
caught under the band can be counted a$ saving from
t(~n to fifteen apples in the -fall, because a worm that
succeeds in spinning up usually matures into a moth.
The bands should be made of some eoarse material,
burlap, or gunnysacking as it is called, can be had at
any furniture atore and is cheap and good for the purpose. A ba'n d should be at lea~t eight inches wide and
long enough to go more than once around the tree, fold
it once lengthwise and wind it aroctnd the' trunk about
half way between the limbs and ground and fasten wit~
a tack pushed in with the thumb. Some r orcha~dists
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drive a wil'e llail into the tree and cut the head off and
then press 'the baud down over that, Draw the band
tight enough so that it will not slip down, but not too
tight or th WOJ'lTIS will not be able t o craw I und er.
COS T OF

PRAYIN .

c..=.J· The cost of spraying Mr. Campbell 's five-acre orchard once, using a barrel pump and one bordeaux nozzle was as follows:
Man and team four days (u $2.50 per day
One man, four days ~ $1.50 per day
7 lbs. of Paris Green G ' 25c per lb.

$10.00
6.00
1.75

Total cost five acres
$ 17.75
Total cost per acre, OIle spraying
3.55
Cost per tree (108 to acre one spra} ing, 31;- cents.
The largest part of the cost of spraying is the item
of labor. In this case the poison cost just one-tenth of
the total amount. The cost of labor can be somewhat
reduced on a farm where labor IS hired by the month.
If lime and arsenic had been used instead of Paris
green the cost per acre would have,been reduced about
fifteen cents, not enough to be worth considering one
way or another if there was to be any difference in
final results.
DOE

PRAYING PAY?

Mr. Campbell's orchard consists of about three
acres of Ben Davis trees and the rest of a number of
varieties, 1nore or less mixed. It was hard to get an
average of the mixed part of the orchard as some varieties were bearing their first crop and othErs were
loaded. The Ben Davis trees yielded an average of
about four bushels of sound apples that sold at $1.25
per bushel. This would give an average of $5.00 p~r
tree or $540.00 per acre. The two sprayings cost SIX
and one-half cents per tree (,1' ~7.l0 per acre. The
year before the apples in this orchard were nearly all
wormy. :NIr. Campbell estimated .that he did not get
over five bushels of sound apples per acre. He believes that spraying pays. This is only an ordinat·y ~e
suIt that can be duplicated in any snlall orchard. WIth
older. and larger trees and a larger spraying outfit, the
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cost of spraying can be cut considerably below 1 % of '
t be value of tbe crop.
R E MEDIE S OF LITTLE OR NO VALUE .

Trap lant~rlls ar'e absolutely valueless against this
insect notwithstanding the great claims made by some
agents. The moth is not attracted to the light, but
r ather prefers the darkness.

Winter spr aying, while very destructive"to some insects like the San Jose scale and the red spider, is of
little value against the codling moth. Cocoons exposed enough to be killed by a winter spray would be
killed by frost , dried out by the sun or picked out
by birds long before hatching time.
Hogs -ill an orchard. " It is very doubtful whether
t he worms they destroy in fallen apples will balance
the damage tb ey do to the tree and the "sound apples
t hat they will pull down or shake from low hanging
limbs.

Pz"cking up windfalls.
Under ordinary conditions
but a small percentage of tqe worms fall in the apples,
o but few are destroyed in this way and most of these
might be caught by banding with much less trouble.
In the case of a high wind at about the time the worms
of the first brood were coming under bands enough of
the apples migh.t contain worms to be worth while dest roying.
A -ir pressure sprays as shown by traveling agents
might almost be classed as remedies of no value as
against the codling moth. They do not give pressure
enough to do the work. At present they are more of
a toy than a maehine for orchard WOl~.
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RESULTS OF LAST SEASON'S EXPERIMENTS.

:Nlost of the results of last season's work have been
given under ' their appropriate heads. A statement of
the plan of the work and the methods 'used , together
with such results as show best in tabular form are
gi ven ,below.
The college orchard, which has been ~ery wormy
the year before, was g-iven two spJ'ayings with Paris
green W::i outlined undel' the direetiolls for ~prayillg.
The plan was to keep watch of the damage by the tb'st
brood and if the['e weJ'e worms ellough to warrant it, to
test the value of later spraying_ A shol,t but severe
hail storm the last of June, so injured the apple.s as to
seriously interfere with t~le expeJ'iInent as planned.
The trees were immecl iately banded and when the apples began to crack open in the hail marks another
spraying was given tbeln.
Four tr6'~s seleeted at random, ex::;ept to see that .
they were of average size and with a fair number of
blossoms, we left unsprayed, u,nd eight others, four
being of the salne v<1rities a5 the unsprayed tl'ee5, were
selected in the su,me way to repL'e'Sent the or·char·d.
One sprayed anJ one unspl:ayed tree failed to set fruit.
Mr. Peterson carefully watched the other ten throughout the season, gathered the windfalls, examined the
bands twice a wee.k, and counted all apples at picking
time, with the results as shown in the following table.

b .
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~

TABLE I-RESULTS OBTAINED ON THE COLLEGE ORCHARD.
SPRAYED TR E ES .

Total.

Windfalls.
Wormy Sound

Total

Total

Worms
Band
II AP- I W(rmy I Sound I under
pIes

No
~issouri

~

f-4
C
~

c.!l
Z
...l

11- 19 ... . . ...... ... 136 6
Ralls 9-20 ...................
2 0
Oldenburg 4--11 ..............
0 0
Red Astrach 9-10 ... . ...... .. 38 8Yz
Golden Reinette 7- 22 .. .. ..... 47 6Yz
Dominie 6- 13 .. .. ........ . .... 386 19
Longfield 11- 9 ..... .. ..
625 26

----

~

Cl

o

-

Totals

-

1

156 6
.%
24 2Yz
3181Yz
160 35Yz
305 41Yz
871 43
275 Il Yz

- 1-'

292 12Yz 143 _ 6 1876 81Yz 2(119 87Yz 231] 27y 12 2032 88
878 200 23
26 3 198 22Yz 654 74 ,1~ 852 97
~78 77
31 81Yz
616
1 2Yz
38
718Yz
1 2Yz 37 97Yz
198 44
4 1
250 55Yz 254 56Yz 452 42 9Yz 410 90Yz
664 ~o
352 48
27 3Yz 359 48Yz .·86 52
738 74 10
1257 62
27 lYz 748 37
775 38Yz 2032 413 20Yz 1619 79Yz
900 37Yz 75 3 1424 59Yz 1499 62Yz 2399 700 29 169971

--I

- ---

8848 1709

U

YO

37
1
18
7

101
162

19Yz 17I391S0Yz

UNSPRAYED TREES·

tJ;1
~

II

Windfalls .

f-4

Picke(~.

Total.

I Wormy I S n uno I Total II Wormy I Sound I Total II ~~; / W ormy I Sound
INo. l % I N O: / % I No I % IINo. 1 % ! No. 1 % I No I % II No . No. % I No I %
Missouri 11- 17 ...... . ......... 83
Ralls 9- 18 .... . . . .. ..... . .. . 203
Oldenburg 5-9 ......... . ....
27
c

-

-----T otals

1St 89
lOt '48
14t 110

- . - - - - --

16t 172 32
2t 251 13
58t 137 73

-- - -

- --

-92
936
4

- -

17
48
2
- -

Worms
under Band

Nn

26Y 50~ 361 67Yz 533 17,~ ~ 3
358 67
1I~
7b3 39 1699 87 195G 1139 5~
811 411
124
SI _)""I
47 25
·J88 31 161
157 83t
43
- - - - - - - - - - _.- - - - - - - - 21 ,71 1345 50+ 1326 49 ~
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The three unsprayed trees averaged 5W % wormy.
This does not represent the actual per cent of worms
that there would have been if the orchard had not been
sprayed, as the moths that hatched from the first 'b rood
on these trees would fly all ov:er the orchard and thus
the second brood would be but little greater on these
trees than on the sprayed ones. This is unavoidable,
the only fair test is the previous condition of the
orchard and the condition of the neighboring orchards
not sprayed, or a comparison of the spray~d and unsprayed trees at the end of the first brood. From all
these sources it is safe to say that the ore hard would
have been over 90 % wormy if it had not been sprayed.
The three sprayed trees of the same varieties as
the unsprayed ones averaged 15 % wormy, the seven
sprayed trees averaged 19t % wormy, which ·may be
considered to fairlY ' l;epresent the orcharq. The orchard was planted for the purpose of testing varieties,
and as there are but two or three of a kind in the
tract no absolute average could he obtained without
counti.n g every tree. Considering that almost every
apple was damaged by hail the results were suprisingly good. Mr. Peterson examined 968 wormy apples
at the end of the season and found that in 675, or 70 %,
of them the worms entered in hail spots.
BAND RE ORD .

The band records kept by Mr'. Peterson on these
ten trees show two clear and distinct hroods of worms.
The first worms came down between July 1st and 3rd.
More than half of the fil'st brood came down between
July 15th and 25th, with July 20th as about the Inaximum, and then dwindled down again until Aug. lOth
w hen more than half ' of the trees had none. They
gradually ' increased again, coming down abundantI.·
from Aug. 25th to Sep. 10th with Sep. 5·t h as a secl?nd
maximum. None of these changed to pupae, sl)( )w]ng
that this was the last brood of the season, so the 1·p(~ol'd
was dicontinued September 15th. Some worms wel:e
still in' appl~s in October' showing that this brood IS
long dr'awn out.

0'1

!"l
......

TABLE n.-RECORD OF WORMS FO U ND UNDER BANDS IN COLLEGJi~ ORCHARD .

I ..........
Mlrol~......

,
I

Missouri 11- 17

>' 1 ~::l..... 1 >-,
::l
>.

::l

~

4

~

Missouri 11- 19

o
:;g

Ralls 9-18 ......... . ........... 1 0

Cb

Ralls 9- 20 .......... .. ............ ,

:3

Longfield 11- 9 , ................ .

oC,)

Dominie6- 13 ................... , ..

8-

z

~

~

~

~

6

4

l,,-I
. .-4 N v l J:'-. 'I . .-4 1
= I :<~
~::l I .t-::l ;~::l 1~;::l 1:,
~
0

~

1

Oldenburg 4- 11. ................. ,

~

Tutals

5 1 13

Daily average

2 1 3

~

~

~

r./)

1

2

8

3

1

2

o

2

3

16

15

18

4

8

8

1

o

6

7 I 3

2

4

1

1

4

4

3

7

7

13

19

11

4

19

6

14 I 10

2

6

1

6

5

3

13

8

12 1. 8

4

3

o

o

1

1

o

o

1-

o
o

o

2 l 0

2

4

13

8

4

1

25

10

14

8

7

4

1

4

sr

7

17 II 5

14

8

4

5

6

5

o

1

1

o

1

o

1

1

o
o
o
o

oI

0

4 I

t

6

11

r 3

19

9

o

1

3

·1

o

o

o

o
o

3

3

~

6

'I

Olden burg 5-9 . ... . . . . ........

00

4

Red Astrachan 10- 1 ............. , ..
Gold Rpinette 7-22 ... , .........

~

~ I ~
°IV l oo NI\O I .-4 v
i i ....Q. ....Q.
::l
::l 1:::l I :::l
:<::l 1<:::l I:
.:
W
< < < < w w
C

7

7

14

1

12

4

3

6

8

3 I 13

2

1

o

€)

o

o

1

o

o

o

o

o

29 1 63 1 54
6

16 1 18

69 1 191 32
17

6 /

8

29.

~

15

6

16 I 24

33 I 73 I 65 I 50 I 76 I 44 I 13

3

1

4 I 6

8 I 18 I 13 I 12 I 19 I 11 I 3
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The following band r ecord mad e at Provo for
Prof. Close has never been published by the Station,
and while the intervals were too long to show the separation of the broods distinctly, or to fix an exact maximum, still it will serve to compare the season at Provo
with that "at Logan. From this record the codling
mot.h appears there 10 to 12 days earlier than it does
at Logan, and that is about what we would expect
from comparison of records made in different parts of
Colorado.

Record No.1 ........ . ........... 43 31 22 11 10 16116 23 33 1924 24 33
Record No.2 .. ... .. . ........ . ... 39 48 30 23 13 19 27 45 45 39 33 26 34
Record No.3 ........ ~;~;~;~ I~~

31 20 9 10 14

30 13 17 20 25

110 72 43 33 49 ~I
61 ~
99 108 71 74 70 92

MOTH H A T CH I NG R ECOR
D.
,

Each time Mr. Peterson took the worms from under
the bands twenty of them, if there were that many,
were placed in a cage an:d watched and their' dates of
hatching noted to determine the length of time until
the next brood of moths would appear.
From the table it can be seen that over threefourths of them hatched between the 13th and 17th days
a veraging about 17 days at first and 14 towards the
close of the period with a weighted average of 16
days. This is shorter than most averages given and
is probably due to the fact that the late season was
exceptionally hot. This also shows why the bands
need to be renewed every nine days, as the earliest
moths begin to appear about that time.
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Days from time Larvae came under band. '

Hln:~~:: :::::: ::: ::: :: : :::::::::: J:"3:i::;j ::::'"i::::::::

July 13-17 .. .. , . .. ... ..... :: ... . . . . . . . . . .
July 17-21 .. ., . .. ; ..... . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .
July 21-24 , . .. ..... . . . ... .. .. . . .. .. .. 1
July 24-27 .. . . . . ... . ..... 1..... . ,.. 1..
July 27-31 .. ... ... , . . ... " ........ . .....
Au g . 1-5.. ... ... ....
. . . .. .. 1. . .. 3
Totals

1.... 1.

7 9 2 ....... .
. . .. 3. . .. . . 1... . .. 2
1.. 2.. 4 . . .... .. .. '.. '
1 2.. .. 2.... . . . . . ..
1 4 . . .. 4: .. . . •....•..
1 ... ... . " . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 414 16 7 12 11 . . 2..... . 2

A COMMERC lAL TEST.

·The College orchard being of very little value as a
practical test, on account of the great number of varieties represented, it was .decided to spray a small commercial orchard simply as.a. demonstration.
For this purpose the use of a 5-acre apple orchard
of Mr. D. M. Campbell of Providence was secured.
This orchard is nearly half a mile from any other. bearing apples, trees and is nicely cultivated and cared for.
About three acres of this orchard is planted to Ben
Davis and the rest is' a mixture of a num b~r of varieties,
some not bearing. Thjs orchard 'had been sprdyed the
previous year three times witH the lime and arsenic
mixture and yet Mr. Campbell estimated that 95 % of
t he apples wer·e wormy at picking time.
This orchard was sprayed twice with Paris green,
once just after blooming and again 10 days later.
Owing to stormy weather and an accident to the pump
part of the first spraying was applied too late for the
best effect. The hail storm was not as severe here ane:
although it scarred a good many apples the orchard
was not sprayed afterwards ,
.
On August 1st this orchar d was examined to see if
it needed further spraying. The tre'e s showed one or
two wormy windfalls each and an. average of about 5 or
6 wormy apples could be detected on a tree. A few
worms of the first brood were no doubt too small to
be noticeable but it was considered safe to leave it'
, without further spraying. An unsprayed tree had
about 30 wormy windfalls and a number more wormy
apples still on the tree.
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One tree from the orchard was picked late in Sep.
tember and the sound and wormy apples exhibited at
the tate Fair, others from different parts of the orch~lrd were counted when picked late in October with
the following results.
Total
Appl es

Sound
Apples

2.
3.
4.
5.

1100
413
937
1198
807

974
383
856
1088
711

176
30
81
110
96

11~

Total

4455

4012

443

10

Tree No.

1-

Wormy
Apples

iper Ct. Wormy

7J(
8~

9j.(
10 ~

Two sprayings on the orchard gave 90% sound
fruit where the year before there was estimated to be
only 5 % sound. The results ·o n the unsprayed tree indicated that without spraying the crop would have been
as wormy as that of other seasons.
There is no doubt that another year of this same
careful ",ork, with a less number of worms to start on,
will bring the result up to about 95 % of sound apples .
. HOW TO USE THE CHART.

As no two seasons are exactly alike and the ,conditions and temperature of each locality affect the time of
appearance of the codling moth and to a less extent
the time it takes to develop, it will not be possible to
make a chart which will be absolutely correct for any
10 ality. Th past season at Logan was cold and wet
at tpe start, as it was over most of the State, but later
in the season it was exception.a lly hot and dry so that
whil the early dates are no doubt too late for an. ~ver
ag s ason the later ones appear to be about the normal for- this locality.
The average length of time between broods is
forty-nine days and it never varies more than thre~ or
four days from this either way, so if one determInes
th time of greatest abundance of the first brood, from
that can be calculated the time to spray to catch the
econd one just at the time they are entering the apples.
To 10 thi$ place bands on half a dozen average
tr
in th orchard where you wish to spray. Soon
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after the first wormy apple is discovered remove these
bands every three days and keep a band record like
that shown for the college orchard, footing up the column each time. After the worms have decreased in
number for several days so that you are sure the maximum is past, take the middle of the time in which they
were most numerous (not the single day in which the
greatest number were found , and from 13 to 15 days
later, according to whether the weather is hot or cool
in the meantime, spray again if you wish to catch the
first of the second brood. Another spraying ten days
later will catch the last half of this brood. Keep up
the band record throughout the season and compare it
with the chart and see pow much earlier or later your
season is than that at Logan and then change the dates
on top of the chart accordingly, and see how well it
fits. Remember that the blossoming time has nothing
to do with the appearance of the moth, so do not try to
figure from that.
MUTU AL HELP.

If any orchardist wishes to help us and himself a.t
t he same time, he can do so by keeping a record of the
following things: First, a, recor,d of the time the blossoms drop from four or five common varieties of appIes; seco: ld, the time when the first wormy apples are
noticed, how many and how big the worms were at this
t ime; third, keep a band record, and fourth, a record of
when the same varieties were picked. If he will send
these facts, or as many as possible, together with the
band record, to the,Station he will be helping us to a
better understanding of conditions in the State than it
will be possible to get otherwise and at the same time
furnishing just the information necessary to the best
understanding of how to care for his own crop.
A OKNOWLE DGME NT .

. The original photographs were taken by Professor
Dryden. Several cuts have been furnished by manufacturers of spraying implements and still others have
been loaned by other stations and are quly credited.
Acknowledgment is also due Mr. Campbell for the use
of his orchard and for aid in spraying it and to the Horticultural Department for the same favors with reference to the college orchard.
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To my assistant, Mr. E. G. Peterson I gladly
credit the most of the work of spraying, keeping the
records and the task of counting·the apples. Much of
the success of the season's work has been due to his
careful a~d painstaking attention to details.
UMMARY .

The codling moth is the most destructive fruit insect in the State. (page 105). It is here to stay and
must be aggressively and persistently. fought.
(page 107).
The best orchardists everywhere are raising fine
fruit. Their careless neighbors are still raisng worms.
(page 106).
If you have a satisfactory method of control, stick
to it; if not, read the bulletin. (page 119).
To fight this insect successfully one should be able
to recognize each stage of its development, (page 107),
and understand each step in each life's history.
The winter is passed as a worm (page 109) ; the
moths hat ~h sometime after the apples blossom
(page 110) ; lay about fifty eggs (page 111) ; one in a
place (page 111) ; mostly on the apples (page 112) ; these
hatch in a few days (page 111) ; worms appear in June
at Logan; come out of the apples in July (page 112).
The next brood appears in _\ugust and on till frost
(page 113), but do not change to moths again.
There are two definitie broods in this State that
appear at fairly definite times, (page 114).
The band records are the best proof of this
(page 115. )
The life history chart will make it, all clear
(page 115).
The time in which the broods appear varies i,n
different parts of the State, (page 116). At Provo It
would be ten or twe~ ve days, and in the warlller parts
of the state two or three weeks earlier than at ·Logan.
The time of each brood in any orchard can be
determined by a little careful work, (page 142).
It could .increase 625 times -i n one season; the
second brood is about five tillles as great as the first,
(page 117).
There are no immune r egions. Cold regions are
less favorable , page 117).
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The moths fly but a short distance. Worms are
carried in boxes and apples, (page 118).
Birds are our best friends; they kill more worms
than we do, (page 119).
A clean, well-cared-for orchard is half the battle,
(page 120).
Spraying and banding reduce the loss to a minimum. Spraying alone will save nine-tenths of the crop,
page 122).
Spraying is a fine art, afid is not to be trusted to
the hired man, (page 122).
Get a good outfit; it .will save many times its cost,
(page 123).
Spray down into the calyx cups the first time
(page 124). To do this the man should be on a level
with the tree tops and have an extension pole, (page 123)
Use a Bordeaux nozzle and a coarse hard spray,
page 124).
Spray just after the bloom falls and again in two
weeks, (page 125).
It is not how many times but how well you spray,
that counts, (page 126).
If two sprayings leave more than 2 per cent wormy
apples, spray again, (page 126).
Either Paris green or arsenic will do the work,
page 127).
Paris green is not adulterated, (page 128).
Lime is not necessary in an arid climate(page 131) ;
too much lime covers up the poison, (page 132).
Examine your trees with a pocket microscope and
ee what you are doing, page 132).
Put bands on, and examine every 9 days until
August 20th, (page 133 and 134) .
Spraying costs about 1 per cent of the value of a
crop and often trebles its selling price, (page 134).
Lookout for new-fangled remedies, moth traps,
and so forth, (page 135).
.
The College orchard was ' a tough proposition,
(page 136).
A commercial orchard is a better test, (page 141).
Study the chart and find out when to apply late
prayings, (page 142).
.
Help us study the pest and we will help you fight
It (page 143).

